Nuclear Power

FEATURES
Beamsplitter box slides at 45° between both cameras for easy centering
Premium beamsplitter box converts to dual lens shade for side by side mode
Integrated IO+C Motors and Electronics
THC wired/wireless remote hand unit
Optional Lens Control Module for Heden or Preston Motors
Mechanical readouts allow manual operation without power
Supports full sized PL/B4 prime and medium sized zoom lenses

Modular construction allows following configurations in one rig:
Beamsplitter Over/Thru tripod or crane mounting
Beamsplitter Under/Thru tripod, handheld or Steadicam
Side-by-side

CAMERAS/LENSES
SI-2K, HDC-P1, EPIC, Scarlet, AK-HC900/1500, etc.
B-4 Mount zooms and primes
PL Mount zooms and primes

SPECIFICATIONS
IO Travel in inches ........................................ 0 - 3.5”
Conv min distance in feet .................................. 4’
Beamsplitter FOV hor. (w/82mm barrel) .......... 65°
Interface dovetail length .................................. 9”
Weight ......................................................... 19 lbs
Height ......................................................... 15”
Length ......................................................... 16”
Width (main) .............................................. 8.1”
Width (beamsplitter box) ............................... 15”

Atom
3D Production Rig
PERFECTLY ALIGNED WITH YOUR IMAGINATION